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Abstract
To evaluate the clinical value of NeuroGam software in assessing the brain foci perfusion changes by 99mTC-ECD single
photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography (SPECT/CT) brain imaging in patients with Moyamoya Disease
(MMD).
Seventy-two patients with MMD who underwent superficial temporal artery-middle cerebral artery (STA-MCA) bypass

combined with encephalo-duro-myo-synangiosis (EDMS) surgical revascularization were included. Baseline and follow-up
99mTC-ECD SPECT/CT brain scans were performed on all patients at least twice before and after operation. Pre- and post-SPECT
dicom images were reoriented into Talairach space using NeuroGam Software package. Additional visual analysis was
performed. Differences mean pixel value between pre- and post- operation brain perfusion were assessed with paired t test and
McNemar test.
Significant differences in the number of hypoperfusion foci were found between visual assessment and NeuroGam aided

assessment. More hypoperfusion foci were found by NeuroGam software aided assessment in the frontal, parietal, temporal,
occipital lobe, thalamus, basal ganglia and cerebellum before and after surgery (P< .0001). According to NeuroGam software
assessment, the perfusion of frontal, parietal, temporal lobe, anterior and middle cerebral regions on the operative side significantly
improved before and after surgery (t=–3.734, t=–3.935, t=–5.099, t=–4.006, t=–5.170, all P< .001). However, no significant
differences were found in the occipital lobe (t=–1.962, P= .054), thalamus (t=1.362, P= .177), basal ganglia (t=–2.394, P= .019),
and cerebellum (t=1.383, P= .171) before and after surgery.
The NeuroGam software provides a quantitative approach for monitoring surgical effect of MMD in a variable time (3–12 months

after surgery). It could discover the perfusion changes that are neglected in conventional visual assessment.

Abbreviations: AC = anterior Commissure, CCH = crossed cerebellar hypoperfusion, CT = computed tomography, CTP = CT
perfusion, DSA = digital subtraction angiography, EDMS = encephalo-duro-myo-synangiosis, ICA = internal carotid artery, MMD =
Moyamoya Disease, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, MRP = MR perfusion, PC = posterior Commissure, PET = positron
emission tomography, rCBF = regional cerebral blood flow, rCMRO2 = regional cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen, rOEF = regional
oxygen extraction fraction, MTT = mean transit time, ROI = region of interest, SPECT/CT = single photon emission computed
tomography/computed tomography, STA-MCA = superficial temporal artery-middle cerebral artery, TCD = transcranial Doppler.
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1. Introduction

Moyamoya disease (MMD) is an uncommon idiopathic
intracranial vasculopathy characterized by progressive occlusion
of the bilateral terminal portion of the internal carotid artery
(ICA) and formation of fragile collateral vessels.[1,2] The main
symptoms ofMMD inmost pediatric patients are ischemic attack
due to insufficient collateral vessels, while those in adults are
usually ischemic attack and/or intracranial bleeding.[3] Owing to
the chronic hypoperfusion in frontal lobe, patients may develop
intellectual impairment, especially in children.[4] It is generally
acknowledged that timely and accurate diagnosis and reasonable
treatment are crucial to improve the long-term prognosis of
MMD.[5] Revascularization surgery can improve brain perfusion
of impaired regions, which seems to be the best choice for MMD
patient[6] Therefore, appropriate methods must be found to
evaluate patients’ cerebral perfusion before and after treat-
ment.[7] Although digital subtraction angiography (DSA) and
transcranial Doppler (TCD) could provide the morphologic
status of cerebral arteries, both methods are difficult to
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distinguish functional impairment when anatomical changes are
inapparent or collateral circulation is not adequately formed. The
brain perfusion examinations with voxel-based analysis of
99mTC-ECD single photon emission computed tomography/
computed tomography (SPECT/CT) may provide a better
solution for optimal clinical management of MMD, especially
when it comes functional impairment without structural
deterioration[8,9] Compared with computed tomography (CT)
perfusion (CTP) and magnetic resonance (MR) perfusion (MRP),
the result of SPECT brain perfusion seems to be more stable and
reliable, on account of its complementary functional information
to anatomic imaging examinations.[10] So far, the most common
analysis method of SPECT/CT is visual assessment, which is lack
of quantitative parameters. Therefore, it may eventually limit
the clinical application of SPECT/CT in MMD. Recently, with
the development of medical imaging techniques,[11] as well as the
improvements of computer-aided procedure,[12] NeuroGam
software becomes an efficient tool to observe the perfusion
changes. This software can provide quantitative analysis of
images and identify the perfusion changes between 2 sequential
brain SPECT image of the same patient before and after cerebral
revascularization. Furthermore, it can display brain perfusion
data through visual inspection as a three-dimensional anatomical
topographic representation and show regional differences of
cerebral blood flow by a specific color scale.
To the best of our knowledge, few published studies had

focused on computer-aided software assessment of cerebral
blood changes in patients with MMD. Our study was designed
to assess regional differences in cerebral blood flow using
99mTC-ECD SPECT/CT combined with NeuroGam software in
patients with MMD after superficial temporal artery-middle
cerebral artery (STA-MCA) bypass combined with encephalo-
duro-myo-synangiosis (EDMS) surgical revascularization.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participant

Seventy-two patients with MMD (32 men and 40 women;
40±12 years old, range from 11 to 64 years) were recruited from
the Department of Neurosurgery, Huashan Hospital, Fudan
University from January 2013 to June 2018. The follow-up time
was 3 to 12 months after surgery. All these patients met the
diagnostic criteria ofMMD, and were confirmed by DSA or CTA
according to the guidelines from the Research Committee on
Spontaneous Occlusion of the Circle of Willis.[5] And none of the
subjects had a history of craniocerebral trauma or major
psychopathological conditions.
The selection of patients was decided by a comprehensive

evaluation of DSA images, clinical characteristics, and SPECT/
CT brain perfusion, and no surgical contraindications were
found. They all underwent STA-MCA+EDMS[13] in the involved
cerebral hemispheres and the patency of the anastomoses were
verified by intraoperative Doppler ultrasound. The first SPECT/
CT was performed 3 to 5 days before the operation. The second
SPECT/CT was performed 3 to 12 months after operation. Ten
healthy controls (6 men and 4 women; 46±16 years old, range
from 18–62 years) were enrolled from the regular physical
examination center of Huashan hospital and no subject had the
history of neurological, psychiatric or certain diseases such as
Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, epilepsy, depression,
schizophrenia and cerebrovascular disease, which may affect
brain perfusion. The data obtained from the healthy volunteers
2

provided normal brain perfusion data. And the changes of
cerebral perfusion in patients with MMDwere analyzed by using
it as a standard.
3D Hoffman brain model imaging was performed before

SPECT/CT exam for quality control. The study was approved by
the Institutional Research and Ethics Committee of Huashan
Hospital. Each participant provided informed consent.

2.2. Image acquisition and reconstruction

All adult patients received an intravenous injection of
99mTC-bicisate (ethyl cystine dimer [ECD]) 30mCi (1110Mbq;
ShanghaiGMSPharmaceutical Co. Ltd.), and for pediatricMMD,
a reduced activity of radiopharmaceutical was used. Caffeine and
alcohol containing products were avoided 24hours before
examination. After injection, patients rested for 15 minutes with
sunglasses in a quiet, dimly lit room to avoid activation of the
corresponding cortical areas. And all patients completed the test as
required.[14] Whole-brain perfusion images were obtained in all of
them. A dual head SPECT/CT (SIEMENS Symbia T16) equipped
with a low-energy, high-resolution (LEHR) collimator was used
for brain imaging. The head of each patient was held with strips in
the head holder.[15] SPECT acquisitions were performed using a
360-degree orbit, matrix size 128�128, ZOOM 1.45, detector
automatic form, double-detector acquisition, 128 frames with
360degree rotation, 5.625 angles per view, and each frame capture
80 k counts. 3D Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization
(OSEM) was used for SPECT image reconstruction (8 subsets and
12 iterations). CT acquisitions was 120 kv tube voltage, 45 mAs,
1.5mm slice thickness, 256�256 image matrix size, and 110 to
130 slices according to the size of the patients’ brain.

2.3. SPECT image analysis

Two experienced nuclear medicine physicians (each has worked
for more than 5 years) independently interpreted the SPECT/CT
images. They analyzed the differences of cerebral perfusion
between left and right hemispheres to find the impaired regions
and compared SPECT images with CT images visually. Visual
interpretation of the perfusion state was defined in brain ECD
uptake in more than 3 continuous slices. They also analyzed the
three-dimensional cortical surface data provided by the Neuro-
Gam software (Segami Corporation, Siemens Medical Solutions
USA, Inc.), which could separate the right and left hemisphere
from the right and define outlines of the brain with the vertical
Anterior Commissure (AC) line and Posterior Commissure (PC)
line. Each image had been quality controlled. After anatomical
standardization and voxel normalization, quantifiable perfusion
data could be used for comparison. Images were displayed from
frontal, transverse and sagittal projections. The processing
showed brain perfusion data through visual inspection in a 3D
anatomical topographic representation by means of a specific
color scale (Fig. 1F).[15] Furthermore, in order to obtain high
reproducibility, we selected different lobes, such as frontal,
parietal, temporal, occipital lobe, thalamus, basal ganglia and
cerebellum, as the region of interest (ROI) and each ROI
expressed as corresponding percentage of the entire volume. It
also could quantify any perfusion differences of impaired cortices
both in severity and size. The quantitative results, including the
mean/maximum/minimum pixel value in each corresponding
ROI were obtained. The mean pixel value was chosen to quantify
the recover levels. For the same patient, we compared the
perfusion data before and after surgery.



Figure 1. No. 1 patient in Table 1. Male, 41-year-old was admitted to the emergency department for sudden headache with worsening short-termmemory and left
limb asthenia. CT showed intracranial hemorrhage, and right basal ganglia infarct lesion was also presented. DSA demonstrated bilateral stenosis of both internal
carotid arteries and moyamoya vessels. (A-B) Preoperative digital subtraction angiography (DSA) showed occlusion of bilateral terminal portion of the internal
carotid artery andmoyamoya vessels at the base of the brain. (Pre-SPECT) SPECT showed regions of hypoperfusion in the right frontal lobe and left thalamus. (Pre-
CT) Spiral CT scan were unremarkable except foci in basal ganglia of the same slice. Cerebral perfusion study was performed of the same patient with improvement
in his symptoms of limb asthenia after the right hemispheres STA-MCA bypass EDMS operation. (Post-SPECT) No change was found in the cerebral perfusion in
the right frontal lobe and left thalamus by visual assessment. (Post-CT) Spiral CT showed postoperative changes of the skull besides right basal ganglia infarct
lesion. NeuroGam perfusion maps were displayed on 3D images. (C) In this case, there was hypoperfusion in the bilateral frontal and parietal lobes before the
operation. (D) The regions of hypoperfusion in the bilateral frontal and parietal lobes decreased after the operation. (E) Brain perfusion in the bilateral frontal, parietal,
temporal, and occipital lobes was marked highly than pre-operation, especially in surgical hemisphere (right). (F) Example of a normal 3D cortical surface displayed
by NeuroGam software in control group. Color scale on the left of the picture illustrated the brain perfusion station.
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2.4. Statistical analysis

For each patient, post-treatment data were compared with
pretreatment data. Differences between different groups were
assessed by paired t test. In addition, Mcnemar test was used
to investigate differences between visual and combined
NeuroGam assessment. Differences were statistically signifi-
cant if the P value<.05. All statistical analyses were performed
using SPSS (v. 16.0.1, Chicago, IL; and Medcalc, Mariakerke,
Belgium).

3. Results

Among 72 subjects, intracranial hemorrhages were present in 29
cases, limb asthenia in 41 patients, memory deterioration in 35
patients. Frequent headaches, dizziness or quadrantanopia,
aphasia and dysarthria were found in 38 patients, 2 of which
had aneurysm. Hypothyroidism was found in one patient.
Epilepsies were present in three patients. After the operation,
clinical symptoms, especially increased muscle strength, obvi-
ously relieved in 32 cases. Themajority ofMMDpatients showed
increased brain perfusion after the operation.
Table 1

Location of foci according to Visual and NeuroGam methods.

No. Pre-visual-SPECT Post-visual-SPECT

1 R Th-Fr R Th-Bg
2 Bi Fr Bi Fr
3 R Fr-T, (R Bg-Th) R Bg
4 R Bg-Th R Bg-Th
5 R Fr Bi Fr, LP
6 L Fr-T-Bg L Fr-T-Bg
7 – R Th-C
8 (R T) R Fr-T
9 – R Th-C
10 R Fr-P-T-O-Bg R Th-Fr-P
11 R Fr-P-Th, L C R Fr-P-Th
12 R Fr-P-T-O-Th-Bg, (LC) R Fr-P-T-O-Th-Bg, (LC)
13 R O-T-P, (R Bg-Th-C) R O-T-P, (R Bg-Th-C)
14 Bi Fr-P, R C R Fr, (Bi P, L Fr, R C)
15 L Fr-Bg-Th, (R C) L Fr, (R C)
16 R Fr-T-P-Th, (L C) R Fr-P-Th-Bg, (L C)
17 R Fr-Th, (L Fr, L C) L Fr-P
18 R Fr-P-T-O, (R Bg, L Th) R P-O
19 Bi Fr Bi Fr
20 R O-T-P-Fr, (R Bg-Th) R O-T-P-Fr, (R Bg-Th)
21 R Bg R Bg
22 Bi O, R P-C Bi P-O-Th
23 – –

24 R Bg-Th-C R Bg-Th
25 R Bg-Th –

26 R Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th R Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th
27 R Bg-Th, (R Fr-P-T) R Fr-P-T-Bg-Th
28 R T-Bg-Th, (R Fr-P) R T-Bg-Th
29 L Fr, R T R T-O-P
30 R Fr-P-T-Bg-Th, L C Bi Fr, R P-T-Bg-Th, L C
31 L Fr-P-T-Bg-Th, (R C) L Fr-P-T-Bg, Bi Th, (R C)
32 R Bg-Th R Th, Bi Fr
33 R O, L T, R Th R O, Bi Fr, L T, R Th
34 R Fr-P-O-T-Bg-Th R Fr-P-O-T-Bg-Th
35 L Fr, R Th-Bg L Fr-P
36 – R T-Th-Bg
37 R Fr-Bg-Th, L C R Fr-Th-Bg-P, L C

4

Before the MCA-STA bypass EDMS cerebral revasculariza-
tion, the numbers of hypoperfusion foci in anterior and middle
cerebral arteries territories of visual assessment and NeuroGam
aided assessment were 50(35%) vs 88(61%), 35(24%) vs 69
(48%), 36(25%) vs 44(31%), 50(35%) vs 52(36%), 44(31%) vs
45(31%) in the frontal, parietal, temporal, thalamus and basal
ganglia respectively. In posterior cerebral territories. The number
of hypoperfusion foci in occipital lobe and cerebellum of visual
assessment andNeuroGam aided assessment were 18(13%) vs 21
(15%) and 30(21%) vs 35(24%). After the operation, the
number of perfusion defects were seen in 49(34%) vs 73(51%),
35(24%) vs 60(42%), 29(20%) vs 35(24%), 16(11%) vs 19
(13%), 47(33%) vs 50(35%), 36(25%) vs 39(27%), 21(15%) vs
29(20%) between visual assessment and NeuroGam combined
diagnosis in frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital lobe, thalamus,
basal ganglia and cerebellum. Significant differences between
visual diagnosis and NeuroGam software aided were seen before
and after surgery in different ROI (P< .0001) (Tables 1 and 2,
image of No. 1 patient in Table 1 was shown in Fig. 1 A–E).
Perfusion data analyzed by NeuroGam software before and after
revascularization in the same patient were shown in Table 3.
Pre-NeuroGam-SPECT Post-NeuroGam-SPECT

R Th-Fr-C R Th-Bg
Bi Fr-P Bi Fr-P

R Fr-T, (R Bg-Th) R Bg
R Bg-Th-T-C, (Bi Fr) R P-Fr-O-Bg-Th

Bi Fr, L O Bi Fr, L P
L Fr-T-Bg L Fr-T-Bg

– R Th-C
(R T) R Fr-T
R Fr R Fr-T-Th-C

R Fr-P-T-O-Bg R Th-Fr-P
R Fr-P-Th, L C R Fr-P-Th, LC

R Fr-P-T-O-Th-Bg, (LC) R Fr-P-T-O-Th-Bg, (LC)
R O-T-P, (R Bg-Th-C) R O-T-P, (R Bg-Th-C)

Bi Fr-P, R C R Fr, (Bi P, L Fr, R C)
L Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th, (R C) L Fr, (R C)

R Fr-T-P-Th, (LC) R Fr-P-Th-Bg, (L C)
R Fr-Th, (L Fr, L C) Bi P, L Fr

R Fr-P-T-O, (R Bg, L Th) R P-O
Bi Fr Bi Fr

R O-T-P-Fr, (R Bg-Th) R O-T-P-Fr, (R Bg-Th)
R Bg, R Fr-P, (L Fr-P) Bi Fr-P, R O-Bg, L C

Bi O, R P-C Bi P-O-Th, L C
(Bi Fr-P, L Th) (Bi Fr)
R Bg-Th-C R Fr-P-Bg-Th
R Bg-Th-T-C –

R Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th R Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th
R Bg-Th, (R Fr-P-T) R Fr-P-T-Bg-Th
R T-Bg-Th, (R Fr-P) R T-Bg-Th

L Fr, R T R T-O-P
R Fr-P, (L Fr-P, R T-Bg-Th, L C) Bi Fr, R P-T-Bg-Th, L C

L Fr-P-T-Bg-Th, (R C) L Fr-P-T-Bg, Bi Th, (R C)
R Bg-Th, Bi Fr R Th, Bi Fr

R O, Bi Fr-P, L T, R Th R O, Bi Fr, L T, R Th
Bi Fr-P-T, R Bg-Th-O-C Bi Fr-P-T, R Bg-Th-O-C
L Fr, (R Th-Bg, R Fr-P) L Fr, Bi P

Bi Fr-P-T Bi Fr, R T-Th-Bg, L C
R Bg-Th, (Bi Fr-P, L C) R Fr-Th-Bg-P, L C

(continued )



Table 1

(continued).

No. Pre-visual-SPECT Post-visual-SPECT Pre-NeuroGam-SPECT Post-NeuroGam-SPECT

38 L T-P-O, (L C, R Fr-P) L T-P-O-Bg-Th-C L T-P-O, (L C, R Fr-P) L T-P-O-Bg-Th-C
39 L Bg-Th L Th L Fr-P-Bg-Th L Fr-T, (L Th)
40 L Fr-P-T-Th-Bg, R C L Fr-P-T-Bg-Th, R C L Fr-P-T-Th-Bg, R C L Fr-P-T-Bg-Th, R C
41 L Fr-P-T-O-Th-Bg, R C L Fr-P-T-Th-Bg, R C L Fr-P-T-O-Th-Bg, R C L Fr-P-T-Th-Bg, R C
42 L Th, R C L Th L Th, R C L Th
43 R Bg-Th, L T-O L T R Bg-Th, L T-O L Fr-P, (L T)
44 L Th, (L Bg-T) L Fr, L Bg-Th L Th, (L Bg-T) L Fr, (L Bg-Th)
45 L Th-Bg, (R C) R Fr-P-C L Th-Bg, (R C) R Fr-P-C
46 L Bg L Bg-Th L Bg L Bg-Th, (Bi Fr-P)
47 (L Bg-Th) – (L Bg-Th) –

48 L Fr-P-T-O-Bg, R C L Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th, R C L Fr-P-T-O-Bg, R C L Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th, R C
49 L Th L Th L Th-Bg, (R O-C) L Th
50 L Th L Th Bi Fr-P, L Th L P-Th, Bi Fr
51 L Fr-Bg-Th, R C L Th L Fr-P, (R Fr-P, L C-Bg-Th) L Fr-P-Th, (R Fr-P, L C)
52 L Th, R C L Th Bi Fr-P, L T-Th, R C L Bg-Th, (R C)
53 L Fr-T-Bg-Th L Fr-P-Bg-Th L Fr-T-P-Bg-Th L Fr-P-Bg-Th
54 L Bg-Th-T-Fr-P, (R C) L Bg-Th-T-Fr-P, (R C) L Bg-Th-T-Fr-P, (R C) L Bg-Th-T-Fr-P, (R C)
55 L Bg-Th L Fr-P-T-Bg-Th L Bg-Th, (Bi Fr-P-T) L Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th
56 L Fr-Bg-O, R C L Fr-Bg-Th-O-T-P, R C L Fr-Bg-Th-O, R C L Fr-Bg-Th-O-T-P, R C
57 L Fr-P-Bg Bi Fr, L P-Th-Bg Bi Fr-P, L Bg Bi Fr-P, L Th-Bg
58 L Fr-P-T-Bg-Th, (R C) L Fr-Bg-Th L Fr-P-T-Bg-Th, (R C) L Fr-Bg-Th
59 R Bg-Th Bi T, R Bg R Bg-Th Bi T, R Bg
60 L Bg-Th L Bg-Th L Bg-Th, Bi Fr L Fr-Bg-Th, (R Fr)
61 L Fr-P-T-O-C L Fr-P-T-O-C L Fr-P-T-O-C, (R Fr-P-T) L O-C, L Fr-P-Bg-Th-T, (R C)
62 L Bg-Th L Bg-Th L Bg-Th, Bi Fr-P L Bg-Th, Bi Fr-P
63 L Fr-Bg-Th-C, R Fr-P-T Bi Fr, L Bg-Th-C, R P L Fr-Bg-Th-C, R Fr-P-T L P-Bg-T, R Fr-P-T-C-Th
64 L Th, R C L Th (L Th, Bi Fr-P, R C) (L Th, Bi Fr-P-T, R C)
65 L Fr-P-T-O-Bg, (R C) L Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th, (R C) L Fr-P-T-O-Bg, (R C) L Fr-P-T-O-Bg-Th, (R C)
66 R T-O-P-Fr, (L Fr, R Bg-C) R Fr-T-O-P, L Fr-Bg, (R C) R T-O-P-Fr, (L Fr, R Bg-C) R T-O-P-Fr-Bg-Th, (R C)
67 L Fr-T-P-Bg-Th, (R Fr-P-C) – L Fr-T-P-Bg-Th, (R Fr-P-C) –

68 L Fr-Th Bi Fr, L P-T L Fr-P, (L Th, R Fr-P) L P, Bi Fr, R P, L Th-Bg
69 (Bi Fr-P-T, R Th) – (Bi Fr-P-T, R Th) Bi Fr-P
70 L T-Th L T L T, L Th, (Bi Fr) L T
71 Bi Fr-P-T-Th, R C – Bi Fr-P-T-Th, R C –

72 L P – L P –

()= slightly, -=normal, Bg=basal ganglia, Bi=bilateral, C= cerebellum, Fr= frontal, L= left, O= occipital, P=parietal, Post-NeuroGam-SPECT=hypoperfusion regions found on SPECT/CT images combined
visual diagnosis with NeuroGam 3D images after the revascularization surgery, Post-visual-SPECT=hypoperfusion regions found on SPECT/CT images by visual diagnosis after the revascularization surgery,
Pre-NeuroGam-SPECT=hypoperfusion regions found on SPECT/CT images combined visual diagnosis with NeuroGam 3D images before the revascularization surgery, Pre-visual-SPECT=hypoperfusion regions
found on SPECT/CT images by visual diagnosis before the revascularization surgery, R= right, T= temporal, Th= thalamus.
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Crossed cerebellar hypoperfusion (CCH) is a phenomenon of
SPECT brain perfusion images that is characterized by reduction
in blood flow in the cerebellar hemisphere contralateral to a
supratentorial.[16] Among 72 patients, 35 cases of hypoperfusion
foci were found in cerebellum before operation by NeuroGam,
and 22 cases of them was CCH. After operation, 19 cases of 29
Table 2

Results of Visual and NeuroGam methods to assess in bilateral
hemisphere foci.

Lobe
Pre-Visual/

NeuroGam-SPECT foci
Post-Visual/

NeuroGam-SPECT foci

Frontal 50/88 49/73
Parietal 35/69 35/60
Temporal 36/44 29/35
Occipital 18/21 16/19
Thalamus 50/52 47/50
Basal Ganglia 44/45 36/39
Cerebellum 30/35 21/29

5

patients who had reduced blood flow in the cerebellum on SPECT
imaging was CCH.
In the preoperative SPECT/CT combined with NeuroGam

study, the mean pixel values of potential surgical hemispheres in
corresponding ROI were estimated at the percentage of 52.15±
4.71, 55.20±6.30, 50.49±5.15, 63.79±7.90, 46.12±6.94, and
36.90±8.48 in the frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital lobe,
thalamus and basal ganglia. And the mean values of contralateral
hemispheres were estimated at the percentage of 54.28±4.20,
57.61±4.68, 52.87±3.97, 66.23±6.53, 48.31±5.74, and
38.91±7.98. The mean values of the hemispheres with ischemic
events were significantly lower than those of the contralateral
hemisphere (paired t test P< .05, respectively).
In the follow-up study, the postoperative mean pixel values of

surgical hemisphere were 53.54±4.78, 56.74±5.81, 52.48±
4.96, 64.58±7.42, 45.42±6.59, and 38.45±8.84 in the frontal,
parietal, temporal, occipital lobe, thalamus and basal ganglia.
However, the mean values of unsurgical hemisphere were 55.12±
3.92, 58.41±4.80, 53.74±4.26, 66.24±6.80, 48.16±5.75, and
38.85±7.80 in those regions (paired t test, P= .002, .007, .024,

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 3

Perfusion data were analyzed by NeuroGam software before and after revascularization in the same patient.

Values Frontal Parietal Temporal Occipital Thalamus Basal ganglia Cerebellum

Pre-surgical hemisphere 53.2 56.6 51.1 70.6 34.4 28.3 57.6
Post-7 days surgical hemisphere 53.8 57.4 51.9 67.9 37.4 38.8 50
Post-7 months surgical hemisphere 55.7 58.9 55.2 69.8 31.7 26.9 53.6
Pre-unsurgical hemisphere 55 59.3 53.5 67.3 42.7 27.1 57.3
Post-7 days unsurgical hemisphere 55.6 57.7 52.7 65.3 42.1 27.8 50.2
Post-7 months unsurgical hemisphere 57.5 60.5 56.1 66 48.5 33.5 51.4
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.158, .000, .680, respectively). Differences between pre- and post-
operation were found in the frontal lobe (t=–3.734, P= .000),
the parietal lobe (t=–3.935, P= .000) and the temporal lobe (t=
–5.099, P= .000) according toNeuroGam software. However, no
significant differences were found in the occipital lobe (t=–1.962,
P= .054), thalamus (t=1.362, P= .177), basal ganglia (t=–2.394,
P= .019) and cerebellum (t=1.383,P= .171) (Fig. 2). Preoperative
brain perfusions SPECT in patients of surgical side were
significantly different from those of contralateral side (P< .05).
Postoperative brain perfusions of anterior and middle cerebral
regions of surgical side were significantly improved. However, no
significant differences were found in posterior cerebral circulation
regions and basal ganglia after surgical revascularization (P> .05).
Perfusion changes were found visually by comparison with

contralateral brain parenchyma. Before STA-MCA+EDMS,
cerebral hypoperfusion was found in all 72 patients, and 30 of
them had normal CT or MRI. After STA-MCA+EDMS, the
following changes of perfusion could observe by 3D of
NeuroGam software. Twenty-nine patients had elevated perfu-
sion (ipsilateral and bilateral), while 15 had deterioration and 28
remained no change.
Figure 2. NeuroGam software analyzed mean percentage of the whole brain
perfusion between pre- and post-operation. Note: 0Blue represents mean
percentage of the whole brain perfusion with NeuroGam before the revasculariza-
tion surgery; 1green representsmean percentage of thewhole brain perfusionwith
NeuroGam after the revascularization surgery; 1, frontal lobe; 2, parietal lobe; 3,
temporal lobe; 4, occipital lobe; 5, thalamus; 6, caudate nucleus.
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4. Discussion

Our report describes patients suffering from insufficient cerebral
blood flow could benefit from cerebral revascularization surgery.
Quantitative SPECT/CT combined with NeuroGam software
provides objective assessment of cerebral perfusion of impaired
cortices and cerebellar ganglia.
SPECT brain perfusion imaging is a reliable method to reflect

cortical function.[9] In previous studies, traditional visual
inspection lacks objective indexes when comparing longitudinal
SPECT/CT brain images. Nowadays, several computer aided
approaches have been applied to image processing to quantify
cortical perfusion.[17] The NeuroGam software is one of the
statistical analysis tools for automated diagnosis of brain
perfusion on SPECT brain perfusion images. It applies an affine
anatomical co-registration template for brain standardiza-
tion.[18,19] Using this software could help identify the impaired
perfusion regional earlier by means of quantitative comparison.
Moreover, it could display brain perfusion data through visual
inspection in a 3D anatomical topographic which represented in
different colors.[20] The NeuroGam software analysis tools
diagnose the brain perfusion by comparing with template of brain
standardization automatically. Therefore, even the person who
does not understand nuclear medicine imaging could obtain a
general understanding of abnormal perfusion regions.
In our study, the radionuclide imaging of SPECT with

99mTC-ECD was used in conjunction with a voxel-based analysis
named NeuroGam to quantify the cerebral blood perfusion in
72 patients with MMD before and after the STA-MCA+EDMS
cerebral revascularization. As a result, we found that the
patients showed hypoperfusion in potential surgical hemisphere.
However, most of them had increased cerebral blood perfusion in
anterior cerebral regions of the surgical hemisphere, particularly
in the frontal, parietal, temporal lobe. Brain perfusion in these
areas were marked highly than pre-operation (Fig. 2). Mean-
while, the patients showed no change or deteriorate cerebral
blood perfusion in posterior regions and basal ganglia, primary in
the occipital lobe, cerebellum, thalamus and caudate nucleus.
Previous studies described the surgery experience of STA-MCA
+EDMS for MMD, and found significant improvement of
cerebral perfusion in both the middle cerebral artery and anterior
cerebral artery territories after surgery. The result may due to the
characteristics of indirect revascularization which can effectively
improve the blood supply of anterior circulation, but not the
posterior circulation.[21]

The low dose, non-contrast CT is acquired in conjunction with
the SPECT study to produce the fused SPECT/CT image.
Combined with CT, SPECT/CT hybrid cameras provides more
morphologic precision than only functional specificity. It makes
SPECT/CT an ideal technique for postsurgical patients. The most
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important role of CT in the examination of the brain perfusion is
not the fusion of the perfusion image and morphological image
but enabling accurate attenuation correction.[22]

Prior reports were based on SPECT with acetazolamide
challenge using quantitative CBF, perfusion weighted magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)[23] and positron emission tomography
(PET). SPECT has been used to demonstrate hypoperfusion of
bilateral frontal medial cortices in patients with MMD.
According to previous findings of Young So et al,[9] basal/
acetazolamide stress brain perfusion SPECT performed after the
operation could predict the further clinical outcome of pediatric
patients withMMD. Patients who had decreased cerebrovascular
reserve showed the worst postoperative clinical outcomes. Recent
studies using 123I iomazenil (IMZ-SPECT) to investigate the
relationship between higher brain dysfunction and cortical
neuron loss in patients with MMD.[24] Whereas acetazolamide
test about cerebral blood flow measurement are complicated
procedures with some uncontrolled risk, which makes it difficult
to apply in routine clinical examination. In an earlier SPECT
study, a non-invasive calculation of regional absolute CBF using
99mTC-ECD was reported, which combined with application of a
linearization algorithm.[25]

A previous study showed that perfusion MRI with some kinds
of special sequences, such as ADC could measure executive
dysfunction in patients with MMD.[26] PET also was used to
investigate metabolism and the effect of bypass surgery. And the
results showed that preoperative regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) and regional cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen
(rCMRO2) decreased while the regional oxygen extraction
fraction (rOEF), the regional cerebral blood volume (rCBV) and
mean transit time (MTT) were significantly increased.[27,28] A
prospective observational study hypothesized that the increased
OEF was an independent predictor of stroke in patients with
MMD.[29] Although PET seemed to be the most accurate, the
complication and huge cost limited its application.
Surgical techniques were confirmed to improve cerebral

perfusion, especially direct (STA-MCA) bypass could provide
immediate augmentation of blood flow.[30] Neurologic deficit
and transient ischemic attacks are expected to be solved after
successful bypass surgery. Calviere et al[31] found improvement
of cognitive impairment after revascularization located in frontal
areas in an adult with MMD. Since the functional areas of these
perfusion changes correspond to the clinical features in patients
withMMD, we believe that the regional perfusion measurements
in this study might be useful to predict clinical outcome inMMD.
Furthermore, early diagnosis and wider range of revasculariza-
tion procedure may be essential to improve their intellectual
outcomes.[4]

To the best of our knowledge, direct correlation between these
parameters has not been reported before. Our results were based
on a more accurate quantitative method (voxel-based), which in
accordance with the findings of Paschali et al that NeuroGam
software could quantify perfusion images of each patient
comparing with a normative database.[15] Therefore, the data
presented in our study are novel. What is more, we found that the
parietal lobe had been posed as a crucial factor added to frontal
lobe in MMD patients. Some of the patients in our study also
exhibited significant hypoperfusion of the parietal lobe which
further showed significant correlations with low performance.
Our findings corroborate previous reports regarding redistribu-
tion of perfusion after surgery.[32–33]
7

Postoperative hyperperfusion is the most serious complication
in MMD patients after revascularization surgery, and extreme
procedural care is postulated in patients at risk. Postoperative
hypoperfusion may due to hard to anastomosis, surgical trauma,
collateral formation has been destroyed.[34] However, no such
case was found in our study.
In our opinion, NeuroGam software may be useful in clinical

practice. It can be easily and quickly obtained from brain
perfusion SPECT, which is a noninvasive diagnostic method and
is relatively inexpensive. When comes semi-quantitative perfu-
sion evaluation, most studies have used ROI approaches. These
methods are operator-dependent, time-consuming, and the
analysis cannot cover the entire brain cortices. This new image
processing is automatic and 3-dimensional method, which
provides a faster and more objective assessment of the whole
brain. Besides, there is no difficult comparing baseline and
control SPECT image because the voxel-based approach
guarantees accuracy of obtained results. However, for the lack
of MRI image database, we could not use MRI data to provide
the anatomical reference.
There are still some limitations in our study. First, the radiation

to the brain by SPECT/CT is unavoidable. Second, due to the
chronic course of MMD, researches regarding long-term
outcomes as well as further understanding of the brain perfusion
are needed. Third, more attention should be paid on correlation
analysis between regional cerebral hemodynamics and neuro-
psychological functioning in patients with MMD. Fourth,
assessment of vessel reserve with acetazolamide is often an
important part of brain perfusion imaging in cerebrovascular
disease. Lack of this test is also a limitation of the present study.
In conclusion, NeuroGam software provides a quantitative

approach for monitoring surgical effect of MMD in a variable
time (3–12 months after surgery). It could discover the perfusion
changes that are neglected in conventional visual assessment.
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